VILIGNO STYLISH FLOORING
Viligno floors were created with design in mind and are available
in 2 versions (dry back and Uniclic). They combine all the advantages
of vinyl with the natural look of authentic materials. The Viligno
Collection contains a series of tile and woodgrain structures that are
indistinguishable from the real thing. Viligno floors are suitable both
for new construction and for refurbishments, easy to install, they are
durable, slim, comfortably soft to walk on, low maintenance, waterproof,
and environmentally friendly. With Viligno floors you add a distinctive
style to your interior and a steep value increase to your property. On top
of their residential application Viligno floors are also perfectly suitable for
commercial projects.
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For those who like a sleek interior with straight lines,
yet want to preserve a certain warmth, our ‘Light oak’
collection can surely charm you. The natural oak’s soft
and light tone is timeless and fairly neutral, making it
easy to combine with various styles of furniture and
a variety of natural materials. Its light tone and subtle
wood grain structure create a spacious effect and
exhumes an air of complete tranquillity. Our designers
accomplished a modern classic with the design of ‘Light
oak’, one that fits seamlessly in any contemporary living
room or other interior.

4mm

VL1LO-1244 Light oak

178,1×1244,6 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL3LO-1219 Light oak
(DRY BACK)

184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm
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The Viligno ‘Traditional oak’ has a slightly more
unpolished appearance. With its pronounced grain
this floor suits a more rural and natural style
remarkably well. Perfect for combining with furniture,
accessories or doors of untreated wood and with
fabrics, pillows, and covers of authentic, natural
materials such as linen, for example. ‘Traditional oak’
represents an uncomplicated life style flourishing
in a cosy simplicity. Classy yet casual, in other words:
exactly what you need for a warm and comfortable
sitting area.

4mm
178,1×1244,6 mm

0,55mm

VL1TO-1244 Traditional oak
(UNICLIC)

2,50mm
184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm

VL3TO-1219 Traditional oak
(DRY BACK)
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‘Classic oak’ is timeless. This Viligno floor breathes the
timeless durability of solid oak boards, with their typical colour and grain. ‘Classic oak’ is the only choice for
anyone looking for a sturdy and subdued style. This
honest and understated appearance allows you to take
your interior design in any number of different directions. Feel free to combine it with stylish furniture as
well as varnished or painted vintage furniture. Viligno
‘Classic oak’ also combines nicely with a well fitted rug.
Its anti-allergic characteristics also make it ideal for use
in the bedroom.

4mm

VL1CO-1244 Classic oak

178,1×1244,6 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL3CO-1219 Classic oak
(DRY BACK)

184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm
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‘Dark brown oak’ adds a nostalgic touch to the interior
with its warm, deep tone and pronounced grain. With
this warm and stylish Viligno floor you are guaranteed
to give your home an intimate cosy atmosphere. ‘Dark
brown oak’ is perfectly suitable for combining with dark
antique furniture and accessories in a colonial style.
However the contrast with sleek modern furniture in a
light colour also provides soothing contrasts. For a more
subtle design you can harmonise ‘Dark brown oak’ with
furniture upholstery fabric and with a fabric of linen or
cotton.

4mm

VL1DBO-1244 Dark brown oak

178,1×1244,6 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL3DBO-1219 Dark brown oak
(DRY BACK)

184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm
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This Viligno floor combines the looks of weathered,
recycled floorboards with the advantages of new and
durable flooring. ‘Reclaimed grey oak’ looks as if it were
plucked from an old store room or an abandoned ware
house. The floor works best in spacious rooms with
plenty of natural light. ‘Reclaimed grey oak’ is ideal for
the interior of a loft, possibly with bare columns and
supports. The floor also combines particularly well with
an industrial look with old metal furniture, but also with
a warmer country interior in a casual style.

4mm

VL1RGO-1244 Reclaimed grey oak

178,1×1244,6 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL3RGO-1219 Reclaimed grey oak
(DRY BACK)

184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm
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‘Light grey oak’ is a true classic amongst the Viligno
floors. Its faded greyish colour and soft grain allow it
to blend seamlessly with any interior and every style
of furniture. ‘Light grey oak’ supports interiors with soft
tones as equally well as those with bright, hip colour
schemes. Especially the latter makes it highly suitable
for use in children’s rooms. However it certainly would
not look out of place in a modern living room with a
youthful decor either. Thanks to its light colour ‘Light
grey oak’ brings extra light in and creates an open and
spacious home.

4mm
178,1×1244,6 mm

0,55mm

VL1LGO-1244 Light grey oak
(UNICLIC)

2,50mm
184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm

VL3LGO-1219 Light grey oak
(DRY BACK)
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‘Dark grey oak’ is the right Viligno floor for those who
like sleek architecture and modern furniture design.
With its dark colour it fits perfectly in a minimalistic
room and it emphasises the furniture and accessories.
For this Viligno floor minimalistic does not mean cold,
as its real wood feel and grain structure bring a warm
touch to the home. In big living spaces ‘Dark grey oak’
serves as an eye catcher as well as the perfect backdrop
to your carefully selected designer furniture and unique
decorative pieces.

4mm
178,1×1244,6 mm

0,55mm

VL1DGO-1244 Dark grey oak
(UNICLIC)

2,50mm
184,1×1219,2 mm

0,55mm

VL3DGO-1219 Dark grey oak
(DRY BACK)
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This Viligno floor with tile structure and the look of real
natural stone is very suitable for a practical and pretty
bathroom. Like our other floors the ‘Beige tile’ is after all
one hundred percent waterproof and low maintenance.
Furthermore the floor is warm and soft to the touch and
you can comfortably walk on it barefoot without fear of
slipping. The beige colour allows you to take the interior
design in any number of directions: rural, modern, vintage or historic. It has an air of coolness in summer and
of cosy warmth in winter.

4mm

VL2BG-607 Beige tile

303,1×607,2 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL4BG-609 Beige tile
(DRY BACK)

304,8×609,6 mm

0,55mm
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Choosing the right kitchen floor still proves to be difficult for many people. Is the floor durable and can it
stand up to the wear of use in a kitchen? Is maintaining
the floor easy? Is it really dirt and stain proof? With the
‘Light grey tile’ from Viligno these cares are a thing of
the past. Thanks to the ‘Light grey tile’ you no longer
have to worry about dropped food scraps or knocked
over cups. You can easily wipe the floor clean with a
moist cloth without leaving any traces. A spacious living
kitchen or a cosy kitchenette is not complete without
this Viligno floor.

4mm

VL2LG-607 Light grey tile

303,1×607,2 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL4LG-609 Light grey tile
(DRY BACK)

304,8×609,6 mm

0,55mm
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The Viligno ‘Dark grey tile’ gives a completely new
dimension to the term country kitchen. Its colour, structure, and appearance perfectly harmonise with kitchen
countertops made from grey freestone or granite, with
vintage taps and stove, painted cupboards, classic wall
tiles, and sturdy, rural furniture. ‘Dark grey tile’ gives an
air of authenticity like that of old material and combines
it with futuristic characteristics concerning durability
and maintenance.

4mm

VL2DG-607 Dark grey tile

303,1×607,2 mm

(UNICLIC)

0,55mm

2,50mm

VL4DG-609 Dark grey tile
(DRY BACK)

304,8×609,6 mm

0,55mm

VLS48DG-2400
48mm Dark grey

VLS48LO-2400
48mm Light oak

VLS48RGO-2400
48mm Reclaimed grey oak

Skirtings
For every Viligno floor a matching skirting is available in the same colour and design structure. This
accomplishes not only a complete and perfect finishing, but also hides the required expansion gap
between the floor and the wall. Viligno skirtings
are easy to fit thanks to the convenient clip system

and you can effortlessly hide cables and wiring
behind them. Viligno skirtings are made of plastic
which also makes them waterproof. This means you
do not have to steer clear of the skirting boards when
giving your floors a good mopping and you can also
clean them separately with water.
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VLMP41NA-2700
0-14mm Naturel
VLMP41CH-2700
0-14mm Champagne
VLMP41TI-2700
0-14mm Titanium

Multifunctional profiles
Viligno multifunctional profiles can be used as
expansion profiles or as adjustment profiles. If the
latter case, the profiles can make up for differences
in height of up to 14 mm. Each application guarantees an optimal connection to other flooring. In larger
areas extra expansion gaps may be required, these
can be perfectly finished with Viligno profiles. Viligno
profiles are easy to fit and available in 3 different
colours: natural, champagne, and titanium.

VLU1.5-15000

Crosslinked polyethylene foam underlay
(only for the 4 mm version)
To optimise the equal level of the existing subfloor we
highly recommend using a Viligno underlay. Its resistance to pressure has a positive effect on the optimal
conservation of the click joints and thus guarantees
the longevity of your Viligno floor. Viligno underlays
also absorb sound, therefore they can significantly
reduce the sound of contact with the floor. The underlay is supplied on a roll and can be combined with
floor heating or cooling perfectly.

Viligno floors are easy to install thanks to
the patented click system. Because of this
the planks click togheter easily and ensure a
fast installation. (4 mm)

PU coating
Transparant top layer
Decorative pvc film

For specific applications you can choose the dry
back version. (2,5 mm)

DRY BACK

Glass fibre reinforced backing
(only for the 4 mm version)

2,5/4 mm

Viligno floors’ thickness is a mere 2,5 or 4 mm.
They are ideal for installing on top of existing
floors without invasive work such as trimming
doors.

Viligno floors are remarkably resistant to
wear and scratching thanks to their abrasion
resistant layer, coated with a polyurethane top
layer.

All Viligno floors come with a guarantee of 20
years with normal residential use.

Viligno floors are slightly compressible and feel
soft and warm to the touch, even when walking
on them barefoot.

Viligno floors are 100% waterproof, therefore
optimal for use in wet areas such as kitchens and
bathrooms.

Viligno floors are impact resistant due to
the vinyl’s strong elasticity, the durable
construction, and the hard polyurethane top
layer.

Viligno floors’ noise reduction characteristics
are significantly better compared to average
laminate flooring with a special underlay.

Viligno floors can be combined with floor
heating perfectly, as long as the contact
temperature does not exceed 27° Celsius.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

APPLIED STANDARD

VALUE 2.5 / 4 MM

Usage classification

EN 685 / EN ISO 10874

33

Conforms to the European standard

EN 14041

CE

Wear layer (mm)

-

0,55

Thermal conductivity, λ (W/m.K)

EN 12667

0,097

Reaction to fire

EN 13501 – 1

Bfl s1

Slip resistance (-)

DIN 51130 & AS/NZS 4856
EN 14041 & EN 13893

R9
DS

Colour fastness (-)

EN 20105 B02

≥6

Dimensional stability (%)

EN 434

0,10 / 0,15

Scratch resistance

EN 660-2

Class T

Hygrothermal Properties for use with floor heating

EN 12524

Up to 27°C

Toxicity

EN 71

No heavy metals

Volatile organic compounds (French VOC emission)

ISO 16000-3/-6/-9/-11

A+

Formaldehyde emission (Class)

EN 717-1

E1

AgBB classification after 28 days – TVOC without NIK (mg/m³)

DIBt & AgBB

≤ 0,1

Suitability for use with castor chairs (-)

EN 425

2500

Resistance to chemicals (-)

EN 423 / EN ISO 26987

0 / alcohol 2

Residual indentation

EN 433

≤ 0,1 mm

Curling

EN 434 / EN ISO 23999

≤ 2 mm

Guarantee

-

20 years residential use
5/10 years commercial use

Viligno product overview
In order for you to easily choose the Viligno floor that
is best suited for your personal needs and living condition we have put all the options side by side once
more in the convenient overview below. This allows

4mm

PLANKS
UNICLIC
VL 1

DRY BACK

TILES
UNICLIC
VL 2

0,55mm

2,50mm

PLANKS
DRY BACK
VL 3

you to easily compare colours and textures. To fully
convince you of the quality and comfort we recommend that you come have a look at a real Viligno floor.
Therefore please contact one of our dealers.

184,1×1219,2 mm

15

2,50mm

TILES
DRY BACK
VL 4

0,55mm
3,37 m2

304,8×609,6 mm
3,34 m2
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VL1LO-1244
VL3LO-1219
Light oak

VL1TO-1244
VL3TO-1219
Traditional oak

VL1CO-1244
VL3CO-1219
Classic oak

18

VL1DBO-1244
VL3DBO-1219
Dark brown oak

VL2BG-607
VL4BG-609
Beige tile

VL2LG-607
VL4LG-609
Light grey tile

VL2DG-607
VL4DG-609
Dark grey tile
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VL1RGO-1244
VL3RGO-1219
Reclaimed grey oak

VL1LGO-1244
VL3LGO-1219
Light grey oak

VL1DGO-1244
VL3DGO-1219
Dark grey oak
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